12 Steps to Financial Freedom

Level I—Get Started

WEEK 3—STEP 3
Adjust The Attitude
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Opening Prayer:

“Open my eyes, O God, that I may see.
Amen.”

FC 6

12 Steps to Financial Freedom
Step 3: Adjust the Attitude
Our attitude must change if we are to follow through and change behaviors and habits
that continue to jeopardize our financial health. Core behaviors and actions we must
begin to develop include:
 Address ourselves—Confronting the truth about our finances.
 Inventory of Expenditures—List of your purchasing habits.
 Breaking the bondage of materialism—Redirecting our pursuit for stuff.
Discussion Points:
To Hell and Back—Taking responsibility for our financial plight. (Pg 60-63)
Paying Our Ransom—Getting right with ourselves and God. (Pg 63-67)
Sampling Jesus—Counting the cost of pursuing our heart’s true desire. (Pg 67-69)
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
What’s the Difference?

Credit Score

Credit
Score

•
•
•
•

Equifax
Experian
TransUnion
300 to 850

300
Credit
850
Report

History of paying debts.

FICO

3 Different
Companies that
predicts
Credit Risk.

• Fair Isaac Corp.

What’s your score?
https://www.creditkarma.com/
(estimated)
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
AlRight TV: “dfree® to be Free”

ADJUST THE ATTITUDE Episode 3
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KIebgUKlXY
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
Statistically Speaking:
As a result of participating in Financial Literacy training like this and tracking
their progress, many people began to see signs of recovery in their Financial
Management process.
The most significant signs that people had earnestly made progress in managing
their day-to-day finances included:
 57% increase in the handling of Cash Flow;
 44% increase in paying off Credit Card balances;
 41% increase in establishing an Emergency Fund; and
 78% increase in paying their bills on time each month.
All of which resulted in an overall increase in productivity, moral and
punctuality, while also exhibiting a marked decrease in sick days and theft in
their places of employment.
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
So What?
There comes a time when we must talk to ourselves, get right with God and answer
the all important question:
Where does my money go?

To get ourselves out of our financial hell, we have to do what the prodigal son did
and submit to a new system that can save us from ourselves; so that we can create a
legacy of Financial Wealth.
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
Learning Topics
I.

Life Situation: Claude & Grace


I Want It Now!

II. Uncovering the Chains



Explore how our attitude affects our decisions
Clarify the difference between things I want and
things I need

III. Beginning to Break and Eliminate the Financial
Chains


Claude & Grace family financial problems

IV. Commitments and Assignment




10 personal needs and wants
Annual cost
Memorize dfree pledge

V. Home Assignments



Read Chapter 4: Start the Plan
Watch: DeForest B. Soaries/DFree BFFFS Pt 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCRhPXLSBZ0
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
dfree® Strategic Financial Growth Planner
Claude & Grace Smith

2/20/16

2/20/19

To use our gifts and expertise to empower others to achieve Financial Freedom and retire in Florida
$935,000.00
-$965,000.00
$30K in debt and own a home

Deficit—My expenses exceeds my income
Confused Spending—Squandering Resources
Inventory of Expenditures—Eliminate everything that doesn’t align with our long-term goals.
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I pledge to:
 Apply God’s strategy for managing my money.
 Keep my expenses below my income.
 Pay my bills on time.
 Invest in assets that grow in value.
 Contribute to my Church and its ministries..

FC 7

12 Steps to Financial Freedom
Reinforcement
As a valued member of the dfree® Lifestyle
Campaign, you will have the ability to take
advantage of the following resources:
 Annual dfree® Conferences
 Semi-Annual Coastal Meetings
 Quarterly Regional Conferences
 Monthly dfree® Trainer Calls
 Weekly Virtual Meetings
 Daily access to the Billion Dollar Challenge
on-line tool.

These resources are strategically designed
to help you achieve, maintain, and
sustain your goals for acquiring
Economic Freedom
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
Milestones:
Now that you have completed Level I—Get Started, you possess all the basic
knowledge necessarily to build a sound financial structure. Please make sure that
you schedule daily and weekly Money Management Moments on your calendar to
track and maintain your progress.
By now, you should have the following habits and accomplishments in place:
Behavior

Accomplishments

Results

Begin actively attending dfree®
Lifestyle workshops

Establish Life Goals

Identify strength & weaknesses
in spending habits

Avoid negative spending
influences

Secure Financial Documents
List Income & Bills

Reprioritize Life

Recite and memorize the dfree®
Affirmation

Track Spending
Establish Banking Relationship

Implement preventative actions
Financial Course Correction
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
Level I—Get Started—CONCLUDED
The goal in this first level is to introduce you to the basics of reclaiming financial
responsibility as the key to achieving Economic Freedom.
Learning Goals
 Identify and vigilantly monitor the three core components for
effectively managing your personal finances.
 Develop a practical strategy for aligning your Beliefs, Values
and Habits to eliminate Debt, Delinquency and Deficit in your
Household Budget.
 Understand the three types of Spending Habits that pave the
way to financial slavery.
 Answer the all important question: Where does my money
go?
“But when he came to himself, he said, ‘How many of my father’s hired servants have bread enough and to spare, and I perish with
hunger!.” Luke 15: 11-32 (17)
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12 Steps to Financial Freedom
Next Steps:
To help you reinforce the lessons you’ve learned today and prepare for next week’s
dfree® Lifestyle Campaign session, we ask that you complete the following task prior to
attending Step 4: Start The Plan:
 Read: Chapter 4: Start The Plan in Say Yes To No Debt book Pages 75—86
 Watch: Billion Dollar Challenge Welcome video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKrdVkoq4ak&list=PL8388451A71288151&index=10
 Finish: IV Commitments 1—7 in DFL workbook Pages 24-29
 Complete: VI Home Assignment in DFL workbook Page 29
 Attend: Next week’s session July 26 @ 7:00
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